Word from the Wise
CRC – More of the same only more so
By H.B. Wise
As Charles mentioned in his most recent My View column ,there have been
some changes here at Clines Running Corner (CRC). We had talked for
several years about his website and in January of this year the time was
right. After sitting down and working out the details ,we shook hands. The
world of high finance and corporate mergers! Well, not really, but we think
we are of one mind with Charles as to the potential and direction we are
headed.
Our vision is to take what Charles built and add to it. Currently, most of you visit these pages for the
calendar and the results. We will continue to maintain and improve these. Some of the long-term plans
are to make it easier to submit calendar items and results through web forms. On the technical side, our
focus is on our plans to move things around (hosting, CMS platforms, etc.) and making sure we don’t
crash during the process.
As Charles mentioned, Fiona Green has agreed to continue submitting her race reports and also write a
monthly column. Visitors also will have seen the columns by Joe Boyle and Ashley Wise. Both will
continue to contribute each month and will offer their unique perspective to our community.
We are in the process of recruiting a few more columnists that hopefully will entertain and enlighten.
Our idea is to cover many aspects of the active lifestyle that include running. Toward that end we will
add more multimedia content as we are able. We did several interviews at the Cowtown Marathon
Expo. Some of the technical details have been worked out (hosting, etc.) and will begin posting these
soon.
You will see all of this and more over the course of the next year or so. If you have something you
would like to see us cover, or add, please feel free to contact us. We are here to serve your interests and
hopefully have a little fun while we do that. Until next month be safe and remember everyday is a
chance to be better then you were yesterday.

